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Executive Summary

T

he Florida Commission for the Transportation Disadvantaged (FCTO) is mandated
by Chapter 427, Florida Statutes, to oversee the
coordination of transportation disadvantaged
(TO) services in the state of Florida.
By statute, the Conunission is required to
prepare a five-year plan to guide its coordination efforts. The previous plan was adopted in
1992. This plan will replace the 1992 plan, and
also serve as a long-range planning document
as the TO Program prepares to move into the
21" century.
The new State of Florida 5 & 20 Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan includes several elements, beginning with an introduction and
overview of the Florida Coordinated Transpor tation System. The overview includes
projections of the number of persons eligible
or potentially eligible for TO service, as well as
projections of the unmet demand for TO trips.
This plan also reports on the Commission's
progress toward meeting the goals, objectives,
and action plan developed in the 1992 Florida
Five-Year Transportati011 Disadvantaged Plan. It
includes a review of the findings of the Florida
Office of Program Planning and Government
Accountability (OPPAGA), which reviewed
the FCTD in 1996.
Next, the plan includes a description of the
vision statements adopted by the Commission
for the five-year and long-term (20-year) planning horizons. This section also includes a new
set of goals and objectives, designed to measure the accomplishments of the TO Program
over the next five years.
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Finally, this document includes an action plan.
The action plan is divided into immediate
actions, actions to be completed in the next five
years, and actions to be completed over the
long term. The action plan suggests ways in
which the FCTO will be able to propel itself
into the 21" Century. The action plan includes
a variety of solutions using state-of-the-art
technologies aimed at improving TO services.
Much has been accomplished in the past 18
years since coordinated transportation first
began under the Florida Coordinating Council
for the Transportation Disadvantaged; however, much remains to be done. More funds
are needed to meet the unmet demand for TO
trips. More creative solutions are needed to
increase system efficiency and effectiveness
with existing resources.
The TO Program is poised at the cusp of a new
generation of affordable technologies, designed to improve accountability, and enhance
operating and reporting capabilities. The new
vision statements include an assertion of the
benefits of incorporating Advanced Public
Transportation Systems (APTS) technologies
into the TO Program.
Like many other organizations, the FCTD
looks forward to the next century, optimistic
that one day its vision will be realized and
mobility will be possible for all persons who
are transportation disadvantaged.
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I
This State of Florida 5 & 20 Year Transportal tion Disadvantaged Plan was prepared in
accordance with Chapter 427, Florida Statutes,
which requires the Florida Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged (FCTD) to
complete a five-year plan for the statewide
Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) Program.
This updated plan replaces an earlier five-year
plan, published in 1992.
The 1997 plan sets forth the FCTD's goals and
objectives for the delivery of transportation
service to persons who are transportation
disadvantaged. Strategies to meet the objectives and achieve the goals are proposed.
These strategies form the basis of an action
plan, which FCID staff will use to develop an
annual work plan.
As required by Chapter 427.013, F.S., the fiveyear plan is coordinated with the Florida
Department of Transportation's (FDOT's) 2020
Florida Transportation Plan, local transit plans,
and comprehensive plans. The intent of the
plan is to ensure that the most cost-effective
and efficient method of providing TO transportation is programmed for development,
taking advantage of the best available management practices and technological innovations.
Beyond planning for the five-year time horizon, this plan also considers the long-term
development of the TO Program, looking
ahead to 2015. Toward that end, the Commission adopted both five-year and long-range
strategic visions for the statewide TO Program. ·
This report is divided into five parts. The
first- Florida Coordinated Transportation
System-provides an overview of the TD
Program, and describes the evolution of the

Introduction
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Commission and the roles of various players
involved in the Florida Coordinated Transportation System (FCTS).
The second part-Five-Year Report Cardincludes a review of how well the FCTD has
achieved its goals in the past five years.
The third part-OPPAGA Review-describes
the review conducted in 1996 by the Florida
Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability (OPPAGA) and resulting
actions undertaken by the FCTD in response to
that report.
The fourth part-Our Commitment: Mobility- describes the TO Program's goals, objectives, and measures for TO coordination over
the next five years.
The final part-Action Plan- describes action
items to be undertaken to attain the stated
visions for the FCTD in the immediate future,
in subsequent years, and in the long-term.
Information for this plan was drawn from
published reports including the 1996 Annual
Performance Report, published by the Commission; Population mul" Demand Forecasts 19962015, prepared by the Center for Urban Transportation Research; and other documents
provided by the FCTD staff and consultants.
In-depth interviews were conducted with
many FCTD staff members and Commissioners throughout preparation of this plan. Draft
vision statements, goals, objectives, and measures were ·p resented for public review and
comment at several workshops and regional
meetings.
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Florida Coordinated
T ransportation System
System Overview
The Florida Coordinated Transportation
I System serves two population groupsthe Potential TO Populntion (Category I) and the
TO Population (Category II).
The Potential TD Population includes persons
who are elderly, disabled, or low-income. The
TD Population (a subset of the Potential TO
Populatwn) includes only those persons who
are transportation disadvantaged (including
children at-risk), according to TD Program
eligibility guidelines.
Populat ion Projections
Category
Potential TO
Population
(Category I)

1996

5.52
million

2001

6.07
million

2015

8.25
million

TO Population
1.19
1.31
1.75
(Category II)
million million million
Source: CUTR, Population and Demand Forecasts
1996-2015, 1996.

Chapter 427.011, F.S., defines transportation
disadvantaged as:

T110se persons wlw becallse ofphysical or mental disalrility, income status, or age are unable
to transport themselves or to purdmse transportatWn and are, therefore, dependent upon
others to obtain access to llealtlt care, employmertt, eduCJ!tion, shopping, social activities, or
other life-sustaining activities, or children who
are handicapped or high-risk or at-risk as defined in s. 411.202.

Specialized transportation for persons who are
transportation disadvantaged is generally
referred to as paratransit or demand-responsive service. These services provide origin-todestination service on demand or on a subscription basis.
Specialized transportation services are provided with a variety of vehicle types including
automooiles, minivans, lift-equipped and
standard vans, and small and large transit
buses. In some cases, school buses are used to
transport TO-eligible persons when not transporting students.
Over time, Florida's 19 urban fixed-route
transit agencies have become an integral part
of the coordinated system. By taking advantage of existing fixed-route services through
bus pass and ticket programs, community
transportation coordinators (CTCs) are able to
offer more trips at a lower cost per trip. This
practice is in keeping with the CTCs' mandate
to arrange for or provide the most cost-effective transportation services.

Trip Types
There are two types of TD trips: program trips
and general trips.

Program trips are made by clients of social
service agencies for the purpose of participating in programs of the agencies. Two examples
of program trips are trips to congregate meals
and Medicaid nonemergency transportation.
Members of both TD population groups are

eligible for program trips. The number of
program trips varies directly with the amount
of agency funding available for transportation.

Spo11sored trips are subsidized by social service agencies; IIOtz-sponsoretl trips are subsidized by the TO Trust Fund.

General trips are made by persons who are
transportation disadvantaged to destinations
of their choice, not to agency programs. Examples of general trips are trips to work, grocery
stores, and non-Medicaid medical trips. These
trips may be funded by the TD Trust Fund.
Only persons in the TD Population are eligible
for general trips purchased through the TD
Trust Fund.

The terms, "program" and "general" refer to
the purpose of a trip (i.e., trips to an agency
program or to a destination ·of the person's
choice). By definition, aU program trips are
sponsored because they are trips funded by
social service agencies for transportation to
agency programs. General trips can be sponsored or non-sponsored.

The number of general trips is limited by the
amount of funding available locally, from the
TD Trust Fund, fares, donations or other
sources. The demand for general trips far
exceeds the supply.
The projected total supply of trips includes
trips provided through the FCTD as well as
trips provided by non-coordinated operators
outside the TO Program. It is estimated that
TD coordinated trips account for 75% of the
total trips supplied.

Demand, Supply & Unmet Demand
Projections

Total
Demand
for Trips
Total Supply
of Trips

1996

2001

2015

49.2

53.0

66.6

million

million

million

39.0

41.7

50.9

million

million

million

10.2
11.3
15.7
Unmet
Demand
million million million
Source: CUTR, Population and Demand Forecasts
1996-2015, 1996.

In addition to program and general trips,
within the TO Program trips are commonly
referred to as being either sponsored or nonsponsored. These terms should not be confused with program trips and general trips.
4

Florida Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged
In 1979, the Florida Legislature created the
Coordinating Council for the Transportation
Disadvantaged, part of the Florida Department
of Transportation (FOOT). The Coordinating
Council was given responsibility for coordinating transportation disadvantaged services
tluoughout the state.
Ten years later, in 1989, the Coordinating
Council was elevated to an independent commission (called the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission), reporting directly to the
Governor and the Legislature.
The 1989 legislation also provided the Commission with a dedicated source of funding,
which is deposited into the TO Trust Fund.
The TO Trust Fund may be used for administrative activities, to subsidize trips, and as
capital for transportation services provided for
persons who are transportation disadvantaged
and not otherwise funded. Florida was the first
state in the country to combine a dedicated
funding source with independent commissionlevel status.
Now known as the Florida Commission for the
Transportation Disadvantaged, the FCTD is
responsible for addressing the mobility needs
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of Florida's TD population to ensure these
persons can access essential services. Further,
the FCI"D is charged with ensuring the ooordi-

effective provider or the coordinated system
cannot provide the needed service.

Statewide Coordina tion
Coordination of TD services is accomplished
through a local network of Commission--approved
official planning agencies (OPAs), CTCs, local
coordinating boards (LCBs), and transportation
operators.
fLORIDA COMMISSION FOR THE

Transportation
Disadvantaged
nation and delivery of TD transportation
services are provided in a non-duplicated and
cost-effective manner throughout the state.
The Commission is composed of 27 members,
representing state agencies that purchase
transportation for their clients, FOOT, the
Florida Association for Community Action, the
Florida Transit Association, citizen advocates,
transportation providers, non-transportation
business community representatives, and a
representative of the community transportation coordinators.
As specified in Chapter 427.013, F.S., the Commission is responsible for developing a fiveyear plan and establishing statewide TD Program objectives; assisting communities in
establishing coordinated transportation systems; and developing standards covering the
coordination, operation, costs, and use of TD
services. The FCfD also reviews and approves
memorandums of agreement with agencies
that provide coordinated services locally.
Additionally, the Commission is responsible
for assuring that state agencies purchase all
clients' trips from coordinated system operators, unless they can identify a more cost-

OPAs arc usually metropolitan planning organizations (or county planning units) or regional planning councils, designated by the Commission.
OPAs arc responsible for recommending agencies
to serve as local CTCs. The planning agencies also
appoint and staff LCBs.
CTCs are responsible for coordinating TD services
within their local service areas (a county or multicounty area). A CTC may be a government entity,
a transit agency, private not-for-profit agency, or a
for-profit company.
Operationally, a CTC may be a sole source provider
or it may broker part or all of the trips to another
transportation operator or provider. CTCs may
negotiate coordination contracts with other transportation providers; however, CTCs are ultimately
responsible for ensuring that TD transportation
services are coordinated locally. For example, a
CTC may negotiate a coordination contract with an
agency that receives TD funds and perfonns some
or all of its own transportation services, as well as
transportation services to others, when shown to be
more effective and more efficient from a total
system perspective.
The LCB includes representatives appointed by the
local official planning agency to provide assistance
to the CTC relative to the coordination of TD
services. A local elected official chairs the LCB.
The LCB evaluates the local ere annually. Tbe
LCD also appoints a grievance committee to mediate if a complaint from an agency, operator, or
citizen escalates to the grievance stage.
5

Florida Coordinated Transportation System Provides
Transportation to Disadvantaged Individuals
STATE LEVEL
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Summary

C

onsiderable progress has been made since
1979, when the Coordinating Council for
the Transportation Disadvantaged was created
as part of FOOT. Since then, the Coun.cil has
evolved into an independent, state-level Commission, empowered to oversee the provision
of TO services under Chapter 427, F.S.
The Commission is supported at the local level
by a network of community transportation
coordinators, official planning agencies, and
local coordinating boards, which function
together to ensure that Floridians who are
transportation disadvantaged receive needed

services. Currently, all 67 counties are included in the coordinated system.
Creation of the TO Trust Fund further enhanced the visibility and power of the Commission. The TO Trust Fund also enhances the
ability of CTCS to coordinate services locally
and provides much-needed revenue for CTCs,
which are struggling to provide trips to persons who are dependent on their services.
The next section is an update on how well the
FCTD has accomplished the goals, objectives,
and action plan it set forth in 1992.

Stat¢ (If Florida S & 20 Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan
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I

Five- Year Report Car d

I

1992 Five-Year TD Plan

I

n 1992, the Commission adopted the Florida
Hve-Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan
which was prepared in accordance with th~
requirements of Chapter 427, F.S. The 1992
plan set forth goals, objectives, and an action
plan for the FCfD. The action plan and the rest
of the five-year plan are part of a dynamic,
continuing planning process for the Commission that includes performance reviews of
community transportation coordinators, official planning agencies, and the Commission
itself.
This section of the 1997 State of Florida 5 & 20
Year Transportation Disadvantaged l'lan serves as
a summary report card for the Commission to
describe how well the TD Program has met its
stated goals and objectives, as well as accomplishments related to the five-year action plan
prepared in 1992.
Most of the materials for this section were
drawn from the 1995 and 199qAnnual Performance ]{eports, prepared by FCTD staff. Those
reports include a state-level TD Program
profile, as well as county-level statistics. The
1996 Annual Performance Report also shows an
impressive list of accomplishments during
1996, organized by statutory requirements.
Additionalinformation was gathered from the
Statewide Operations Report Fiscal Years 1990/91
and 1991/92.
Updated population and trip demand estimates were prepared in 1996, as part of this
planning process. Those figures are available
in the report titled, Populiltion and Demand
Forecasts 1996-2015, prepared by CUTR for the
FCTD.

In addition, during 19%, the FCTD was formally reviewed by the Florida Office of Program Policy Analysis and Government Accountability. The results of that review are
included in the next section (see OPPAGA
Review).

1992 Goals & Objectives
The 1992 goals and objectives were devel1 oped after a 1991 review by the Florida
Office of the Auditor General. That review
included a recommendation for the Commission to: "Develop measurable objectives and
reporting processes that would allow (the
Commission) to assess Program performance."
The goals and objectives developed in 1992
form the basis for the Annual Performance
Reports and Statewide Operations Reports.
The Commission adopted five goals in 1992:
• Ensure availability of service to the
transportation disadvantaged.
• Ensure that service is delivered in the
most effective and efficient manner.
• Ensure that quality service is attained.
• Ensure necessary funding to support
the TD Program.
• Ensure program accountability.
Nearly a hundred strategies were developed
for achieving the 1992 goals and objectives. In
preparation for this report, FCfD and CUTR
staff reviewed each strategy. Included here is
a general account of how well the FCfD fared
over the past five years.
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For this section, many comparisons were made
using data for the base year (FY 1992) and the
most recently reported year (FY 1996). Although some of the information reported for
FY 1992 may not be as reliable as FY 1996 data,
it is the best available data for comparative
purposes. This cautionary note reflects a common s ituation for many programs as data
collection and reporting techruques tend to
evolve and improve over time.
The data comparison does reflect the level of
improvement from FY 1992 to FY 1996, and
demonstrates how much progress has been
made over the five-year period.

Goal 1:
Availability of Services
Goal1 describes the level of service available
to passengers participating in the coordinated
system, whether funded by the TD Trust Fund,
a state purchasing agency, local entity or other
funding source.
OveralL the FCTD has done a good job of
ensuring that services are avaHable by aggressively working to increase the TD Trust Fund
allocation and ensuring that all counties in the
state are under coordination plans. Fifty-four
CTCs now comprise the Florida Coordinated
Transportation System, covering all 67 counties.
More than 750,000 individuals were provided
transportation in FY 1996. By definition, TO
passengers include senior citizens, persons
with disabilities, children at-risk, and persons
with low incomes. In FY 1996, seniors made up
nearly 44% of the passengers, children accounted for 20%, low-income residents 18%,
persons with disabilities 14%, and others 5%.
In FY 1996, the number of one-way trips provided through the coordinated system had
10

grown to 30,777,574, up 193% from FY 1992. Of
the trips provided in FY 1996, almost 12%
were funded through the TD Trust Fund.
System Characteristics
Measure

FY
1992

FY

0 /o

1996

Change

cres

48

54

13%

Counties*

65

67

3%

Transportation Operators

N/R

441

N/A

Passengers
Served

N/R

750,971

N/A

Total Trips

10.5

30.8

193%

million

million

49.8

110.5

million

million

$69.2

$165.9

million

million

$70.0

$171.2

million

million

Vehicle
Miles
Operating
Revenues
Operating
Expenses

122%
140%
145%

*FY 1992 does not include data for Monroe
and Sumter counties; FY 1996 does not

include data for Monroe County.
N/R = not reported N/A = not applicable
Sources: CUTR, Statewide Operations Report
Fiscal Years 1990/91 and 1991/92; FCTD, Annual Performance Report 1996.

In FY 1996, most trips were for medical appointments (41 %) or education and training
(24%). Although the number of employment
trips increased by 100% during that time, in FY
1996, they only accounted for 8% of trips
overall. Nutrition site trips increased by 50%,
while shopping trips decreased by 55% during
the same time period.
A more dramatic shift in trip purposes occurred
between FY !995 and FY 1996, when medical trips
increased from 27% to 41% of all trips. During the
same two-year period, employment trips decreased
by more than 50%. Shopping, and education and

State of Florid,, 5 & 20 Year Transportation Dtsadvant<1ged Pl.ut

training trips, also decreased slightly from FY 1995
to FY 1996.

Trie Pureose
Category

FY
1992

FY
1996

"'o

Chan g e

Medical

38%

41%

8%

Education and
Training

19%

24%

26%

Nutrition

8%

12%

50%

Employment

4%

8%

100%

Shopping

9%

5%

- 55%

-31%
32%
10%
Other
Sources: CUTR, Statewide Operations Report
Fiscal Years 1990/91 and 1991/92; FCTD, Annull/ Performance Report 1996.

These percentage shifts between FY 1995 and FY
1996 may reflect the effect of Medicaid funding
cuts, which appear to have increased the demand
for medical trips provided by the TD Trust Fund
and other local sources. As n result, medical trips,
which are almost always the highest priority for
CTCs, may be supplanting trips witltlower priorities (e.g., employment, shopping, and other trips).
Paratransit service has been the mainstay of the ID
Program.lo FY 1996, paratransit (demand-response
and advanced-reservation) trips represented 56% of
the one-way trips; fixed-route service accounted for
42% of the trips, of which 86% were fixed-route
trips made in Dade County.
Greater use of fixed-route services in urban areas,
where available and appropriate, has resulted io
cost savings on a system-wide basis as these trips
are less expensive than door-to-door paratransit
trips. It also has resulted io iocreascd overall system
capacity. In fact, the FCID now requires potential
TD customers to demonstrate why they cannot use
fixed-route service if that service is available to
them locally.

Goal 2 :
Efficiency and Effective ne ss
Improving the efficiency of services can lead to
an increase in the supply of services because
resources are being used more economically.
Improving the effectiveness of service can lead
to an improvement in overall service quality as
resources are being used more appropriately
to meet the needs of passengers and other
consumers of the service.
Data used to measure accomplishment of this
set of goals and objectives relate to service
statistics, such as operating cost per passenger
trip, operating cost per vehicle mile, passenger
trips per vehicle mile, and others. Most performance measures have shown improvement for
the TD Program.
Although the operating expenses per vehicle
mile increased over time, some amount of
increase is normal and a result of inflation
and/ or the cost of increased performance
requirements . At the same time, the average
operating expense per passenger trip decreased as more trips were provided on a
shared-ride basis or on fixed-route service.
The dramatic effect of the inclusion of fixedroute trips can be seen when comparing the
difference between the operating expense per
passenger trip (including all modes) with the
operating expense per paratransit trip.
Anotl1er factor contributing to increased efficiency and effectiveness is the amount of
expertise provided by FCTD staff in assisting
local entities with coordination issues. During
the past four years, the Quality Assurance and
Program Evaluation Team has conducted a
review of every ere, and has initiated a second round of evaluations.

Performance Measures
Measure

Avg. Vehicle
Miles I TO Capita

FY

FY

Ofo

1992

1996

Change

11.3

20.0

77%

.17

.28

65%

Percent Fixed
Route Trips are
of Total Trips

22.5%

42.4%

88%

Avg. Operating
Expense I
Vehicle Mile

$1.08

$1.55

44%

Avg. Operating
Expense 1
Paratransit
Trip

NIR

$9.65
..~ ............

NIA

Avg. Operating
Expense 1
Passenger Trip

$6.67

$5.56

-17%

TO Population
Served as % of
Potential TO
Population

10.7%

13.6%

27%

Avg. Total
Trips I
Vehicle Mile

NIR = not reported NlA = not applicable
Sources: CUTR, Statewide Operations Report
Fiscal Years 1990/91 and 1991/92; FCTO, Annual Performance Report 1996.

Training plays a key role in·service enhancement. The FCTD staff has expanded its technical assistance and training for CTCs, OPAs,
and LCBs. Additionally, the Commission's
Technical Assistance and Training Team has
developed a proactive action plan to assist
CTCs in attaining better efficiencies and effectiveness.

Goal 3:
Quality of Service
Goal 3 stresses the concept of quality, which is
closely aligned with measures of efficiency and
12

effectiveness. The FCTD evaluates quality in a
number of ways. The Evaluation Workbook for
Community Transportation Coordinators and
Providers, published in 1994, includes two

modules designed to measure the quality of
service provided locally, both in terms of
service delivery characteristics and training
programs.
In 1994., the FCTD established a statewide
Ombudsman Hotline, designed to monitor and
handle complaints and questions from consumers and advocates. The Ombudsman
Hotline is managed by the Commission's
Quality Assurance and Program Evaluation
(QAPE) Team. During the last 12-month reporting period, more than 2,500 calls were
received from consumers and advocates regarding the TO Program, toll permits, and
other related questions. All complaints were
resolved without resorting to formal grievance
procedures.
Specific quality measures incorporated into the
1992 goals and objectives pertained to accidents and road calls. In FY 1996, there were
1.29 accidents per 100,000 vehicle miles, down
11% from FY 1995. During the same time, the
number of vehicle miles between road calls
increased by 10% to 20,452. The operating
statistics associated with accidents and road
calls are related to training received by operators and mechanics.
The FCTD has implemented an ongoing aggressive training program, using the expertise
of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the
Rural Transit Assistance Program (RTAP),
CUTR, Multisysterns, and others. Training
courses covering planning and operations
topics have been offered to CTCs, planners,
and LCB members.
Since 1993, the FCTD has sponsored an Annual
Conference. The three-day conference includes
presentations on a wide variety of topics of
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value to CTCs, providers, OPAs, LCB members, and others. Approximately 300 people
attended the conference held in 19%.
Further, in 1996, the Commission developed a
training module relating to integration of the
Americans with Disabilities Act o£1990 (ADA)
with the TD Program. Even though not all
CTCs are covered by the ADA complementary
paratransit service requirements, all CTCs
must conform with the requirements of the
ADA with respect to providing equivalent
service for persons with disabilities.
Toward that end, the Conunission contracted
with Multisystems, Inc., and its subcontractors,
to provide training and technical assistance
throughout the state.

Goal4:
Funding Levels
Funding plays a vital role in the provision of
TD transportation. Funding for TD trips comes
from a variety of federal, state, and local
sources. From FY 1992 through FY 1996, total
reported revenue increased by 140%.

Funding
Revenue
Source
FCTD
FOOT/
US DOT
AHCA
HRSLDHHS
DOEA
Local
Other

Iatal

FY 1992

FY 1996

%

(millionsl

(millionsl Chanse
~22.1
295%
~5.6
$3.6
$12.0
233%

~22.5

~59.4

~6.6

~13.6

~5.0

~6.8

~24.2

~44.3

~1.8

:atz~.z

p.7

164%
106%
36%
83%
328%

with a dedicated funding source to oversee
coordinated transportation services. The TD
Trust Fund is funded through vehicle registration fees, gas taxes, parking fees, and other
sources. Since its inception, the TD Trust Fund
has provided more than 17 million one-way
trips to Floridians who are transportation
disadvantaged.
From FY 1995 to FY 1996, the TD Trust Fund
increased by 31%, attributable, for the most
part, to a $1.00 increase in the vehicle registrationfee, passed in 1994. An additional $40,000
was collected as of April 1997, through the
voluntary vehicle registration checkoff. Those
funds are being retumed to the local area
where collected.
In FY 1997, more than $25 million was made
available from the TD Trust Fund for direct
services (trip and equipment grants, planning
grants, and emergency grants). The FY 1998
estimated budget allocation is slightly higher
than for FY >1997.
During the past two years, the Agency for
Health Care Administration (AHCA), which
administers the Medicaid program, placed
spending caps on CTCs and required a 3%
overall reduction. in expenditures and a $1.00
copay (deducted from the total cost of each
one-way passenger trip). This action resulted
in a 6% reduction in Medicaid revenues from
FY 1995 to FY 1996, which represents the loss
of approximately $4 million in funding for
trips. In FY 1997, AHCA required another 30%
reduction in nonemergency Medicaid transportation funds. The results of that cut will be
reflected in the 1997 Anm111l Performance Report.

l~C {Q
S1!iS.2
Sources: CUTR, Statewide Operations Report
Fiscal Years 1990/91 and 1991/92; FCTD, Annua/ Performance Report 1996.

0

Goal 5:
Program Accountability

Florida was the first state in the country to
have an independent state.-level conunission

The FCTD has initiated a variety of tools to
ensure program accountability. For example,
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each year, the FcrD publishes its Annual
Ptrfonnance Report (formerly the Statewide
Opemtions Report), which lists statistical information for the state and county-level TO
Program. In addition_ the Annual Perfomtance
Report includes a description of progress the
FCTD has made toward meeting its 24 duties
mandated in Chapter 427, F.S.
The QAPE Team also reviews and makes
recommenda tions to improve reporting practices at the local level. The Technical Assistance and Training Team provides additional
local assistance to CfCs, OPAs, and LCBs, as
needed, to ensure that TO reporting requirements are met with respect to the submission
of TO Service Plans, Memorandum s of Agreement, and other TO contract documents.
In addition, the Commission hired an accounting firm to review the financial records and
documents of the TO Trust Fund to improve
the internal control structure relating to planning and trip/ equipment grants. Procedural
changes were made based upon the audit. The
Commission will continue this effort by working to improve accountability at the local level
as well.
These efforts are reported annually to the state
Legislature and the Governor.

1992 Action Plan
"'T'he 1992 Action Plan was divided into three
I stages: (1) actions during the first year, (2)
actions during subsequent years, and (3) actions to be undertaken as funds and staffing
permit.
Symbols arc used to denote to what extent the
actions were accomplished :
t1 •

*•
14

complete
ongoing

-t =

It =

pending
no action

Actions During the First Year
During the first year of the 1992 Action Plan,
the Commission undertook a variety of strategies designed to reduce unrnet demand, develop procedures for implementing Chapter
427, F.S., refine eligibility guidelines, and
collect data for performance evaluations.

* Develop strategies to reduce unmet demand:
tl review current practices for imple-

menting Chapter 427 eligibility guidelines;
t1 recommend procedures for use in local

areas to ensure that the most needed
trips are programmed for delivery; and

* consider other strategies to regulate
demand and increase supply.

Comment: For this action item, tlte FCTD
reviewed practices for implementing Chapter
427, F.S., eligibility guidelines and amtract.ed
wit/! CUTR to produce guidelines for developing trip priorities at lite local level. Other
strategies to regulate demand (sudt as the use
offixed-rou te transit) are reviewed on an ongoing basis.
t1 Develop procedures for implementin g
Chapter 427, F.S., eligibility guidelines.

Commmt: As described above, the FCTD
adopted new eligibility guidelines in May 1997.
Tlte guidelines are being reviewed fo r possible
incorpomlion into Oznpter 427, F.S., instead of
Rule 41-2, F.A.C.

* Collect data needed for local coordinator
performance evaluation.

Comment: The FCTD rollects data an11unlly
from CfCsnnd OPAs for use in local coordina-

tor performance evaluat-ions. The FCTD also is
moving tuward a system of joint monitoring
1uith local coordinating board evaluation committees. The QAPE Team also has evaluated all
coordinators and continues to evaluate on a
biannual basis.

Actions During
Subsequent Years

ment of the impact of the ADA on the demand
for TO transportatio11 services. In FY 1996, the
FCTD co11tracted with a team ofconsultants to
provide o11going technical assistance relating to
implementatio11 of the ADA arid its impact 011
the TD Program.

Actions to be Undertaken as
Funds and Staffing Permit

* Review goals, objectives, and strategies. * Evaluate cost-effectiveness of different
provider network types (e.g., brokered,
* Conduct commission and local coordina- single-provider, and multi-provider.
tor performance evaluations.

* Participate in state comprehensive planning and transportation planning processes.

Comment: For these action items, the FCTD
continues to review goals and objectives, as well
as strategies for achieving the goals and objectives on an ongoing basis. As part of these
activities, tl1e FCTD participates actively with
other state agencies to ensure that the TD
Program is ·represented in relevant agenC!J
planning documents, particularly FDOT and
other member agencies of the Commission.

* Develop and implement marketing outreach program.

Comment: The FCTD retains the services ofa
university to assist with development of an
ongoing marketing/outreach program. The
contractor provides assistance with development ofpromotional and educational materials
including t:he TD Connector r~ewsletter, and
the voluntary dollar contribution.

* Monitor
the impacts of ADA implementation by mass transit on demand for TD
transportation services.

Comment: In 1993, the FCTD hired a consullimt to analyze whether ar~y one ere structure
resulted in more cost-effoctive service. Additional studies on this topic are being conducted
through a11 FCTD committee.

* Periodically identify unmet demand.
* Identify number oftrips pfOvided outside
of the coordinated system.

Comme11t: !11 1996, CUTR updated the TD
population, afld trip estimates, i11cluding a11
assessment of u.nmet demand. On a11 ongoi11g
basis, the FCTD reviews the Annual Expenditure Reports for state agencies that fund TD
services to ascertain their jundi11g levels for
trips provided within and outside tJre Floridn
Coordinated Transportatio11 System.
K Implement insurance cost-containment

program.

Comment: In 1992, the Commission C011·
tracted with CUTR to complete a study of
i11surance practices and options for the Florida
TD Program. No state-level action was taker~
other than referring various opportunities to
local CTCs as a way to wwer costs. Since 1992,
tl1e ir~surance crisis has not continued.

Comment: In 1993, the FCTD contracted with
a consultant to provide a preliminllry assessState of Florida 5 &20 Y.~arTrMSpOrla.tion Dbadvantaged Plan
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* Continue to develop marketing programs * Assist in developing local fare structures.
to encourage volunteerism.
Comment: Several efforts have been made to
encourage the use of volunteers in tile TD
Program. In 1996, a study completed by CUTR
outlined the current use of volunteers in the
state and provided "how-to" information for
CTCs wishing to implement a volunteer program. Additional sh4dies on this topic are being
conducted through an FCTD committee.

-+ Check for duplication of effort at the state
and local levels, and reduce duplication
where appropriate.
Comment: By july 1, 1997, staff will have
compiled a list of potential duplication at tile
state level, and will provide preliminary data on
the cost of the duplication. The FCTD is expected to approve policy on this issue in 1997.

* Assist local coordinators in efforts to

improve vehicle reservation and scheduling functions.
·

Comment: The Commission contracted with a
consultant to provide training in scheduling
and dispatching techniques. Furtller, FCTD
will continue to provide technical assistance
and coordinate training efforts with FDOT's
RTAP coordinator and other known training
opportunities.

* Develop standard procedures for handling trip requests that consider all modes
and relevant costs.
Comment: Tire Commission continues to work
with crcs to devel.op and implement policies
and procedures the ensure that litis occurs.
Further, an FCTD committee is currently
reviewing this topic as well.

!6

Comment: In 1992, the Commission contracted with a consultant to analyze tile fare
structures used by CTCs and to recommend
changes to standardize fare structures so that
purchasing agencies would /maw up-front what
tlteir costs would be to purchase trips. This
information was used by CTCs to prepare tfre
fare structure element of tire annual ser-uice
plan (now attached to tile memorandum of
agreement).

* Identify
training needs and develop appropriate training programs.
Comment: Throughout this period the Commission has developed and provided training
programs designed to meet tire needs of cres,
OPAs, and LCBs. Further, the FCTD's Teclmical Assistance and Training Team will develop,
provide, and coordinate future training for the
TD Program.

Summary

O

verall, the FCTD has done a very good
job of meeting its goals and objectives,
and fulfilling its action plan as described in the
1992 Florida Five- Year TD Pltm Although many
action items have been accomplished, a number are ongoing. New activities also have been
added to the list since 1992.
The results of this review will be used to help
develop the new action plan for the 1997 State
of Florida 5 & 20 Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan. This plan will include action items
for the immediate, five-year, and long-term
time frames.

State of Florida 5 & 20 Ye-ar Transportation Disadvantaged Plat~.

OPPAGA Review

D

uring 19%, the Florida Office of Program
Policy Analysis and Government Accountability conducted a review of the Transportation Disadvantaged Program. The performance audit was prepared at the request of the
1996 Legislature, in accordance with Chapter
11.45(1)(£), Florida Statutes.

been established throughout Florida to
serve the transportation disadvantaged.
However, it cannot be readily determined
whether the Program is providing services
in a cost-effective manner.

a

In its final report (Report No. 96-43), published
January 29, 1997, OPPAGA stated that the
purpose of the review was to determine:
Cl The extent to which coordinated systems
have been established in Florida to provide
cost-effective service to transportation
disadvantaged individuals.
Cl The use of mass transit systems in serving
the transportation disadvantaged and
implementing provisions of the federal
·Americans with Disabilities Act.

a

Whether effective reporting and monitoring systems have been established to help
ensure accountability for service quality
and the use of funds.

The study also identified actions for the Legislature to consider in addressing the issues
raised concerning the coordination of service
for the TD Program.

I

Use of mass transit
Public mass transit systems are being used
in some areas of the state to serve the transportation disadvantaged and implement
provisions of the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990. This practice appears to save costs, but some social service
agencies are reluctant to have their clients
use mass transit systems.

Cl Program monitoring
Program monitoting and reporting activities are fragmented. This increases costs
and limits agencies' abilities to assure
accountability for performance and the use
of funds.

a

Other issues
Other issues affecting the coordination of
services for the Transportation Disadvantaged.

Each finding is discussed in tum, along with
the FCTD's response.

Cost-Effectiveness

Findings

O

ppAGA's major findings were focused in
four areas:

a

Cost-effectiveness
Under the Transportation Disadvantaged
Program, local coordinated systems have

Since 1992, a number of studies have been
conducted to determine whether the TD Program is operating cost-effectively. These studies have found that costs vary considerably
throughout ·the state. Because of local variations, there appears to be no one "perfect"
structure for a local TD Program coordinator.

State of Florida 5 & 20 ):'ear Transportation Disadvantaged Plan
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In its findings, OPPAGA cited differences in
the size, population, demographics, service
levels, administrative requirements, and community resources available locally as factors
contributing toward cost differences. OPPAGA
stated: "Due to lack of a standard method for
full cost allocation, service costs cannot be
readily used to evaluate cost-effectiveness
either statewide or between individual counties."
"... It cannot be readily
determined whether the Progr<Jm is
providing services In a costeffective manner. "
- OPPAGA

The FCfD responded, in part, as follows:

IS

Use of Mass Transit
The OPPAGA report noted that the ADA
requires Florida's transit agencies to provide
ADA complementary paratransit service lor
persons who cannot use fixed-route service.
Further, public mass transit systems are used
in some areas to serve persons who are transportation disadvantaged. In fact, 17 of the
transit agencies in Florida have bus pass programs that can be used to transport TO passengers at discounted rates.
Nonetheless, OPPAGA pointed out, some
social service agencies are reluctant to use
mass transit systems to transport their clients;
however, at least one program (Medicaid) has
begun to support the bus pass program, which
has led to cost savings.

"The Commission concurs that a review of
cost effectiveness is critical to improving
utilization of limited tax dollars. For this
reason, the Commission has begun and will
continue a comprehensive analysis in this
area to arrive at policies that improve
overall cost effectiveness in both the delivery and administration of services statewide ...

OPPAGA noted that some communities (e.g.,
Broward County) use strict ADA eligibility
screening procedures to assess a passenger's
ability to use fixed-route transit. This practice
results in more cost-effective use of transportation resources. ln its findings, OPPAGA suggested that some TO passengers also could be
transferred from paratransit to fixed-route
service, resulting in cost savings.

"Because of coordinated transportation,
many communities have documented
reduced average trip costs while increasing
services delivered, according to the most
recent Annual Performance Report for FY
95-96. Any existence of these;! savings can
be attributed to the strong working relationship and commitment between Community Transportation Coordinators; local
Coordinating Boards, who oversee operations; contracted op!;!rators; and purchasing
agencies who are willing to coordinate
their services and are often ft@xible regarding their agency policies while maintaining
safe and reliable transportation for the
clients they represent."

The FCTD concurred with this finding for

"those individuals wlw can 11tilize (fixed-route)
. "
servrce.
"Mass transit should be the first
choice of service used following the
use of family and volunteers,
before incurring additional costs for
door to door or paratransit
services. This will result in
substantial cost savings and more
Independence for the passengers. "

- FCTD

At the same time, the FCfD noted that only 22
of Florida's 67 counties have fixed-route bus
service. The Commission has since incorporated utilization of fixed-route service into its
TO Trust Fund eligibility requirements. However, for many rural areas in Florida paratransit services remain the primary means of
providing mobility for persons who are transportation disadvantaged.

Program Monitoring
The OPPAGA report cited a variety of monitoring requirements typical for a CTC including reviews by the FCTD, FOOT, other state
agencies that purchase TD services, and local
agencies that purchase service or oversee the
CTC: "These monitoring and reporting efforts
are highly fragmented." In its report,
OPPAGA noted that the level of monitoring
and reporting increases administrative costs
and reduces the effectiveness of monitoring.
The FCTD responded: "The Commission
concurs with the finding and has recognized
that program monitoring and reporting activities are fragmented."

requirements to reduce or eliminate duplication and fragmentation.
As a result of the pilot projects and since
publication of the OPPAGA report, the Commission has adopted recommendations for a
joint monitoring effort on an optional basis
with LCBs and purchasing agencies for FY
1998.
Further, the Commission's Quality Assurance
and Program Evaluation unit already uses
monitoring reports from other agencies such
as FOOT when conducting biannual reviews of
CTCs.
In response, the Commission also cited its
Ombudsman Program, which permits transportation consumers to call a toll-free number
to report complaints or obtain information
about TD services statewide. The Ombudsman
Hotline helps the FCfD to monitor the program and ensure that high quality services are
provided locally. The Hotline may be reached
by calling 1-800-983-2435.

Other Issues
OPPAGA listed a number of other issues that
affect the coordination of services for persons
who are transportation disadvantaged.

•

Differing agency requirements for
client transportation.
For example, Medicaid allows a two-hour
pick-up window for its clients; however,
the Department of Elder Affairs requires a
shorter pick-up window. As a result, CTCs
must apply different levels of service
within the same system.

Two pilot projects - in Brevard County and
Putnam County - were tested to determine
how to improve reporting and monitoring

These differing service standards increase
administrative and operating costs, and
reduce a CTC s ability to transport differ-
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ent agencies' clients on the same vehicles.
The FCfD concurred with this finding:

Since publication of the OPPAGA report,
the Commission has directed staff to provide a short list of probable high-cost conflicting policies with the estimated system
cost of each. Action is expected in August
1997.

"The Commission has developed standards, policies and procedures which
should be utilized by all agencies expending transportation disadvantaged
funds. The Commission has developed
minimum statewide standards for the
delivery of services and will continue to
review other standards that improve
quality, cost, competition and other
aspects of the delivery of service. "
•

State-level policies that limit ability to coordinate transportation
needs.

Based on its analysis, OPPAGA noted:
"State policies related to provision of
health care and other services (e.g.,
Medicaid) can inadvertently be a barrier to developing more cost-effective
and coordinated transportation systems."
"... several crcs reported that
clients a"re regularly assigned to
physicians who are not the closest
Medicaid provider. As a result,
transportation costs are "increased
when the clients must be driven a
longer distance for medical
services. "

- OPPAGA

The FCTD concurred with this observation and
will continue to monitor state agencies to
ensure that they adopt policies or standards
that are cost-effective.

20

In addition, the Commission directed staff
by July 1, 1997, to discuss each instance of
an agency operating outside the TD Program with the agency representative serving on the Commission, exploring reasons
and remedies for each situation.
•

Client eligibility screening.

In its report, OPPAGA cited the fact that
TO-eligibility screening practices vary
throughout the state, and that the definition of a TO-eligible person found in Chapter 427, F.S., makes it easy to qualify.
"Investing time and effort
screening clients before they are
accepted for assistance, as
Broward County has instituted, can
effect greater cost savings and help
eliminate abuse of the Program."

- OPPAGA
The FCTD concurred with this finding.
Since publication of the OPPAGA report,
the Commission has adopted new guidelines for determining TD eligibility, which
should address most of the concerns described by OPPAGA. At the same time, the
FCTD recognizes that there are differing
local concerns and has left some amount of
discretion to the local TD Programs for
implementation.

State of Florida 5 & 20 Year Transportation Disad\•<mt.1g1."<i Plan

TD Trust Fund Eligibility Criteria
Adopted May 22, 1997
POLICY STATEMENT:
It is the Intent of the Commission to set forth eligibility requirements
for consumers of the Transportation Disadvantaged Program.
At a minimum, each CTC shall set the following criteria to determine
eligibility for Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund (TDTF) (nonsponsored) monies:

•

No other funding available. A customer would not be considered
eligible for TDTF when another purchasing agency is responsible
for such transportation.

•

No other means of transportation is available. As specified by
the LCB and CTC.

•

Public Transit. If fixed-route public transit is available the
customer must demonstrate why it cannot be used.

•

Physical or mental disability. A disability as outlined In the ·
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.

•

Age. As specified by the CTC and the LCB.

•

Individual and household income status is a specified
percent of the poverty level. As specified by the CTC and LCB.

•

No self-declarations allowed. The CTC will use an enrollment
process that substantiates the individual's ability to meet the
criteria listed and any other CTC determined criteria.

•

Ability to pay. The CTC and LCB may establish an ability to pay
policy for "non-sponsored" customers using a sliding scale based
on the customer's income and/or assets status.

State of l'Jorida 5 & 20 Y(';,u- t rnnsport.1.tion Disadvantag«l PIAn
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• TO Funding Formula.

OPPAGA recommended that the TD funding formula (which allocates funds from
the TD Trust Fund each year) be reviewed,
with consideration given to providing a
base allocation of monies for all counties.
Concern continues to be expressed regarding whether the formula favors urban over
rural service areas.
The FCTD concurred with the findings
stated he.r e. Since publication of the
OPPAGA report, the FCTD has adopted a
new funding formula intended to address
some of these concerns.
~ "Th~ commission concurs there '.
have ·been some concems· .
.expressed about the funding .
·.formula ·a s well~as the lack.of . · ·
available resources, especially in
. rural ateas, for·transportation . · ..
seryi9es. .,.
· " .; , ' · ··
- FCTO

.. .

•

Size and composition of the
Commission.

The OPPAGA study stated that many state
and local-level stakeholders have asserted:
"The Commission's large size reduces
its effectiveness in carrying out its mission and the competing interests among
Commission members makes it difficult
to reach consensus on Program issues."
The FCTD disagreed with OPPAGA's
interpretation of the potential ineffectiveness of the 27-member Commission:
"The enlarged Commission met first in
August 1996 and twice since. Work in
22

the expanded committees has gone
forward and appears to be moving with
increased cooperation."
.

.

·: "This Is an effl.cient organization
that has statewide progr<~m
responsibilities. It also allows for
better coordination of services
provided with the many agencies
who co/le<;tively expend over $165
·million In transportation funds each
year. This cooperatiOIJ and
coordination has resulted in
significapt- p_rogress over the years
· and should contin'ue to exist to
af!dress·those areas·not yet
·achieved as identified In (the
OPPAGA) report."
- FCTO

Recommendations

B

ased on its findings, OPPAGA recommended five actions to the Legislature.
The FCTD concurred with most of the recommendations, except as noted.
0 Incorporate stringent eligibility
criteria in the definition of transportation disadvantaged clients.

Among other changes, OPPAGA r<:.><:ommended that the Legislature amend Chapter 427.011, F.S., to require that agencies
perform eligibility screening for individuals seeking TD services, thereby prohibiting self-declaration of eligibility.
OPPAGA also suggested that the Legislature consider mandating that persons use
transit bus pass programs instead of paratransit services whenever possible.

Although OPPAGA recommended Legislative
changes to accomplish these recommendation.
the FCtD believes that more stringent eligibility requirements can be incorporated without
new legislation.
At its May 1997 meeting, the FCTD
adopted revised eligibility guidelines that
address the issues cited in the OPPAGA
report.
0

Examine the size, composition
and role of the Commission f or
the Transportation Disadvantaged.

The OPPAGA reported recommended that
the Legislature consider amending Chapter
427.Q12, F.S., and Chapter 427.013, F.S., to
modify the membership and mission of the
Commission. In particular, OPPAGA recommended reducing the size of the Commission, stating that it would make it easier
for the Commission to address policy
issues, and would reduce Commission
travel and administrative costs.
An alternative, according to OPPAGA,
would be to eliminate the Commission and
replace it with a smaller advisory body to
maintain a statewide forum for addressing
TD issues. According to OPPAGA:

"The rationale (for eliminating the Commission) would be that tire Commission has
been successful in completing its primary
tttission of establishing coordinated transporlt~tion systems througllout the state ...
The Legislature could transfer remaining
Commission functions such as applying for
federal grants tmd distributing transportation disadvantaged funds lc tJre Department of Transportation, which already
performs these tasks for other transportation monies."

Further, OPPAGA suggested that current
Commission functions, including identification and elimination of barriers to coordination could be performed locally. Also,
MPOs and RPCs already provide information, which is another FCTD responsibility.
The FCTD disagreed with OPPAGA's
assessment in this area: "The Commission's
independent status allows for a more focused program to be developed statewide."
0 Streamline reporting
and monitoring.

OPPAGA recommended that the Legislature amend Chapter 427.0147, F.S., to designate LCBs as the lead agency to work
with other funding entities to consolidate
monitoring and reporting. A similar effort
should be maintained by the Commission
(or its successor entity) to work with funding agencies to consolidate statewide monitoring and reporting.
The FCTD concurred with this recommendation. At its May 1997 meeting, the commission implemented a joint monitoring
program, to be offered initially on a voluntary basis.
Specifically, the LCBs will be used to monitor the program by having representatives
of all purchasing agencies serve on the LCB
evaluation committee. The Commission's
QAPE unit and LCB review co1nmittee will
perform joint monitoring of the local TD
Program. All agencies, except for FOOT,
will be asked to accept the LCB evaluation
in lieu of their own monitoring.

State of Florida 5 &: 20 Year Transportation Disotdwmtaged Plan
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A new reporting format will be developed
that will standardize and consolidate reporting forms to avoid duplication. Staff
also will review statutory requirements to
determine whether other reporting efforts
can be streamlined.

example, OPPAGA suggested that consideration be given to incorporating system
service performance measures (e.g., trips
per vehicle m ile, trip length) into the funding formula.
At its May 1997 meeting, the Commission
adopted a revised funding formula base by
. adding $15,000 per county to the previous
base established in 1993. As before, after
t he base allocation, additional TO Trust
Fund dollars will be distributed based on:
25% population, 25% service area, 25%
trips provided through the coordinated
system, and 25% miles traveled through
the coordinated system.

0 Eliminate conflicting policies that
inhibit coordination efforts.
OPP AGA recommended that the Legislature amend Chapter 427.0135, F.S., to require the Commission (or its successor
agency) to work with all agencies that
provide or purchase TO services to eliminate conflicting requirements.
The Commission concurred with this recommendation. In fact, the FCTD had already adopted a similar stance when it
developed its new goals and objectives (see
next section).
Also, at its May 1997 meeting, the Commission reaffirmed this position when it
agreed to work closely with purchasing
agencies to identify and eliminate conflicting policies at the statewide level.
D Modify the TD funding formula.

The OPPAGA report suggested that actions
need to be taken to promote equity in the
TO fu nding formula distribution. As an

24

Summary

I

n 1996, the Office of Program Policy and
Government Accountability conducted a
review of the FCTO. In general, the Commission concurred with OPPAGA's findings and
recommendations concerning the need to
incorporate stringent eligibility criteria in the
definition of transportation disadvantaged
clients, to streamline reporting and monitoring, to eliminate conflicting policies that inhibit
coordination, and to modify the TO funding formula. However, the Commission disagreed with
OPPAGA 's recommendation to modifY the size and
role of the Commission.
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Our Commitment: Mobility

I

Strategic Vision

0

n June 7, 1995, the Commission adopted
fares will be paid electronically, whether using
Smart Cards, credit cards, debit cards or some
a new strategic vision for the Florida
Coordinated Transportation System. Creation
other electronic fare medium.
of a strategic vision- both for the longterm and the short-term- underscores
the Commission's ongoing commitLong-Range
ment to universal access and mobility,
Strategic Vision
especially for persons who are transportation disadvantaged.
Create a strategy for the Florida Commission for
the Transportation Disadvantaged to support
development of a universal transportation
Long-Range
system. with the following features:
Strategic Vision
A key aspect of the Long-Range Strategic Vision is coordination of a costeffective, multimodal and intermodal
transportation system, which is accessible for all individuals, and is uniformly
available throughout the state.
Although no one can predict with
certainty what the future will bring,
FCTD envisions a community transportation system that will be easy to
use and of consistently high quality,
whether an individual is traveling
locally or in another region in the state.

o A coordinated, cost-effective multlmodal
tra nsportation system delivered through
public-private partnerships.

o A single, uniform funding system with a
s ingle eligibility determination process.
0 A sliding scale of fare payment based on
a person's ability to pay.
0 Use of electronic fare media for all
passengers.
0 Services that are designed and
implemented regionally (both Intercounty and inter-city) throughout the
state.

The Long-Range Strategic Vision calls
for creation of a single uniform funding system, with a single eligibility
process, thereby making it easier to determine
who is eligible to receive specific services
offered through the coordinated system.
The Commission foresees a system in which
fares are calculated on a sliding fee basis,
according to a person's ability to pay. Also,
Sta~ of Florida 5

At the same time, the FCTD charted a five-year
course, designed to support its long-range
vision for TD services. The Five-Year Strategic
Vision will serve as a benchmark against
which to measure progress toward meeting
the Long-Range Strategic Vision.
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Five-Year Strategic Vision
The Commission's Five-Year Strategic Vision
stresses the need to field test a number of new
Advanced Public Transportation Systems
(APTS) technologies that promise to enhance
reliability and improve accountability.

For example, Geographic Information System
(GIS) technologies allow systems to analyze
service patterns and make decisions about
restructuring community transportation to
accommodate the travel needs of specific
populations.

Five-Year
Strategic Vision
Develop and field test a model community
t ra nsportation system for persons who are
tra nsportation disadvantaged incorporating the
following features:
0 Statewide coordination of community
transportation services using Advanced
Public Tra nsportation Systems (APTS)
including Smart Traveler Technology,
Smart Vehicle Technology, and Smart
Intermodal Systems.

o

Statewide coordination and consolidation
of community transportation funding
sources.

0 A statewide information management
system for tracking passenger eligibility
determination.

o Integra tion of Smart Vehicle Technology
on a statewide multi modal basis to
improve vehicle and fleet planning,
scheduling, and operations. This effort
includes veh icle and ridership data
collection, electronic fare media, and
geographic information systems (GIS)
appl ications.

Similarly, Automatic Vehicle Location
(AVL) technology allows operators to
pinpoint the exact locations of vehicles
on a real-time basis. By knowing exactly where vehicles are, schedulers
and dispatchers can more effectively
allocate trips and respond to customer
inquiries. AVL also enhances a system's
ability to coordinate transfers between
modes, such as fixed-route transit and
paratransit.
Onboard computerized data collection
v.ill enable systems to track passenger
and vehicle statistics, and to ensure
accurate billing for third-party payers
such as Medicaid.
Other elements of the Five-Year Strategic Plan focus on the coordination and
consolidation of community transportation funding sources available for persons who are transportation disadvantaged to streamline services and avoid
duplication and fragmentation, and to
enhance access and mobility by more
efficiently using available resources.
The Commission's vision is supported
by goals and objectives, which are used
to measure overall TO system efficiency
and effectiveness.

0 Development of a multi modal
transportation network to optimize the
transportation system as a whole, using
Smart Intermodal Systems. This feature
would be available In all areas of the state
via electronic access.
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Goals, Objectives
& Measures

A

n important aspect of any strategic planning process is the development of meaningful goals and objectives. Goals and objectives are used to measure system performance
and provide an ongoing basis for assessing
accomplishments and shortcomings.
The first set of goals and objectives were developed for the Commission's 1992 Five·Year
Plan. The 1992 goals, objectives, and measures
provided the basis for the revised goals, objectives, and measures included in the 1997 FiveYear Strategic Plan.
Although most of the 1992 goals, objectives,
and measures are included in the 1997 update,
there are a few new items that reflect the
availability of data not collected in the past.
There are five main goals included in the new
Five-Year Strategic Plan:

•

Goal1

Enhance availability of transportation services to persons who are
transportation disadvantaged.

Goal2

Ensure that TD transportation service is delivered in the most effective and efficient manner.

Goal3

Ensure that safe and quality service
is provided through the coordinated
system.

Goal4

Secure necessary funding to support
the TD Program.

GoalS

Ensure TD Program accountability.

The objectives and measures used to support
each goal are listed below. The measures will
be collected and reviewed annual!y as part of
the ongoing evaluation of the TD Program.

Objective 1 Actively pr omote the provision of transportation services through the most
effective mix of services that meets the demand for non-sponsored trips.
• Measure 1 number of non-sponsored trips provided (i.e., trips purchased with TO
funds)
• Measure 2 total budget for sponsored trips (change from previous reporting period
and impact)

• Objective 2 Actively promote the provision of transportation services through the most
effective mix of services that meets the demand for sponsored trips.
• Measure 1 number of sponsored trips
• Measure 2 total budget for sponsored trips (change from reporting period year and
impact)
State of Florida 5 &: 20 Year Transportation Dlsadvan1aged Pla.n
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•

Objective 3 Support continuous improvement of TD planning and service delivery
systems.
• Measure 1 number of counties with Commission-approved CTCs
• Measure 2 number of counties with Commission-approved service plans
• Measure 3 number of local coordinating boards established

•

Objective 4 Actively ed ucate and involve policy- and decision-makers in the Florida
Coordinated Transportation System.
• Measure 1 amount of additional resources or improved policies for U1e coordinated
transportation system

Goal 2

•

Ensure that TO transportation service is delivered in
the most effective and efficient manner

Objective 1 Implement appropriate methods and procedures to accomplish cost-effective
service delivery.
• Measure 1 average operating cost per passenger trip
• fvleasure 2 average operating cost per vehicle mile
'
• Measure3
average operating cost per driver hour

•

Objective 2 Develop and implement policies to ensure effective program administration.
• Measure 1 number of hours spent on Commission staff training
• Measure 2 number of on-site monitoring visits by Commission staff
• Measure 3 number of technical assistance contacts by Commission staff

•

Objective 3 Promote maximum use of services provided based on the availability of funds.
•
•
•
•

•

Measure 1
Measure 2
Measure 3
Measure 4

passenger trips per driver hour
passenger trips per vehicle mile
vehicle miles per passenger trip (average trip length)
vehicle miles per unduplicated passenger

Objective 4 Promote use of the most cost-effective transportation mode through the
planning and funding of coor dination and contractual arrangements.
• Measure 1 number of volunteer hours provided per year (by category of volunteer;
percent of total personnel hours)
• Measure 2 percent and number of trips provided by each mode: para transit. fixedroute, school bus, other
• Measure 3 percent and number of trips provided through coordination contracts
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•

Objective 1 Require courteous service and passenger satisfaction.
•
•
•
•
•

•

Measure 1
Measure 2
Measure 3
Mea~-ure 4
Measure 5

number of persons completing training programs (by training category)
number of complaints per 1,000 completed trips
number of grievances filed locally
number of complaints received and resolved by the Commission
number of grievances received by the Commission

Objective 2 Actively support the provision of service that minimizes customer travel and
wait times.
• Measure 1 percent on-time (pick-up/ drop-off)
• Measure 2 maximum ride time
• Measure 3 percent of trip requests denied

•

Objective 3 Require safe and reliable service.
• Measure 1 number of accidents per 100,000 vehicle miles
• Measure 2 number of vehicle miles between road calls

•

Objective 4 Develop and implement a proactive public involvement program.
• Measure 1 number of additional TO passengers
• Measure 2 amount of money spent on marketing/ public information
• Measure 3 number and types of opportunities for public comment
• Mea~-ure 4 number of con~-umer education program.• provided by each CTC

:...Gb
, ...a:t"4
',...
'

•

.

,,

Objective 1 Maintain or increase funding to meet more of the demand for non-sponsored
trips.
• Measure 1 amount of money distributed from TO Trust Fund
• Measure 2 total funds collected ftom voluntary license tag donations

•

Objective 2 Encourage public and private agencies to identify and allocate sufficient funds
to meet the transportation needs of their program participants.

State (If FJorida S &: 20 Year Trao.sportation Disadvl\l'l.taged Plan
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• Measure 1 amount of transportation dollars identified state agencies in the
coordinated system
• Measure 2 percent difference between planned and actual CTC budget expenditures

•

Objective 3 Maintain or increase the level of local program funding.
• Measure 1 level of TO transportation funds by source
• Measure 2 equivalent value of volunteers' time

.

GoalS'
•

•

.·.·

'

-~

'

Ensure TD Program accountability
• _,_.-·.

_,,

....

•

>·

Objective 1 Adhere to state and federal statutes, rules, and regulations for the TO
Program.
• Measure 1 progress toward meeting mandates of Chapter 427.013 F$, and Rule 41-2
FAC
• Measure 2 compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) and
other federal mandates
• Measure 3 submission of annual performance report

•

Objective 2 Requir e uniform, accurate, and timely submission of invoices, operating
reports, and contracts
• Measure 1 percent of reports and contracts received on-time from Commission
contractors

•

Objective 3 Collect, compile, report, and maintain data necessary for evaluation and
management of the statewide TD Program.
• Measure 1 completion of annual performance evaluation performed by local
coordinating boards
• Measure 2 publication of performance evaluations conducted by Commission staff
• Measure 3 improve accuracy of operating data reported in annual operating
reports
• Measure 4 improve accuracy of expenditure report information
• Measure 5 percent of CfCs using electronic data reporting
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Action Plan
T he Action Plan is divided into three parts.
I The first- Immediate Action Plan-refers
to those activities that should be accomplished
during the first year. In some cases, these
activities may already be underway. The
second- Five-Year Plan- covers the shortrange time frame required by Chapter 427, F.S.
The third - Long-Term Plan-refers to a more
distant (i.e., 20-year) planning horizon.
These action items are intended to complement the vision statements developed for the
overall Stale of Florida 5 & 20 Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan.
Flexibility has been incorporated to allow for
unanticipated events that will shape the future
of the TO Program. At the same time, structure
is provided to allow the Commission to keep
its focus and its commitment to long-term
mobility for persons who are transportation
disadvantaged.

Immediate Action Plan
The Immediate Action Plan is designed to
I initiate activities related to the achievement of the Five-Year Vision. Activities to be
undertaken immediately include to use of
APTS/ ITS strategies, implementation of an
information management system, creation of a
statewide funding program, and development
of a multimodal transportation network.

APTS/ITS
0 Secure a grant from th.e Federal Transit
Administration to fund a demonstration
project integrating AVL and other intelligent transportation systems applications.

I

Information Management
System
0 Implement new TO eligibility criteria.
0 Refine electronic information management
system used to collect and analyze passenger and trip data. This information can be
used to evaluate eligibility and travel characteristics of the population served.

Statewide Funding Program
0

Use data from the Annual Expenditure
Reports to identify and track the use of
transportation funds for coordinated and
non-coordinated service.

0

Identify policies and programs that create
barriers and limit TO Program coordination. Identify the costs associated with
these barriers and limitations.

Multimodal Transportation
Network
0 Continue to develop and implement bus
pass and ticket programs with fixed-route
service providers.
0 Continue to develop and implement fixedroute and flexible routing approaches for
rural areas.

0 Develop and implement a strategy to optimize the mix of transportation services
provided locally to include volunteer programs, paratransit, pr ivate transportation
service, school buses, and fixed route services, as appropriate.

S!ate of Florida 5 &: 20 Year Transportation Djsadvanta~d PI."U'l
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Five-Year Plan
This part of the plan is designed to achieve
I activities identified in the Five-Year Vision . Activities relate to use of APTS/ ITS
strategies, implementation of an information
management system, creation of a statewide
funding program, development of a
multimodal transportation network, and
achievement and maintenance of cost-effectiveness and accountability.

APTS/ ITS
0 Use the results from the automatic vehicle
location demonstration project to develop
and implement a statewide coordination
strategy for implementing ITS/ APTS applications.

Information Management
System
0 Review TD eligibility determination processes used by CTCs to ensure adherence
to statewide policy.
0 Complete implementation of an electronic
information management system for collecting and tracking passenger and trip
data.

Statewide Funding Program
0
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state level, and develop a strategy for
integrating statewide coordination of community transportation fund ing.

Multimodal Transportation
Network
0

Use geographic information systems applications to evaluate service delivery options
for providing integrated services.

0 Continue to investigate the efficacy of
route deviation and other flexible routing
structures to improve productivity and be
responsive to passenger travel needs.
0 Continue involvement with FDOT's Maintenance Training Program and Vehicle
Procurement Program to ensure continuity
between FOOT and FCTD policies and
procedures to optimize the transportation
delivery system.

Cost-Effectiveness
& Accountability
0 Continue to identify ways to maintain or
reduce the cost of TO services and ultimately maximize trip dollars.
0 Continue to improve accountability for all
TO expenditures.

After identifying barriers and limitations to
coordinated/ consolidated funding at the
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Lo ng -Te rm Pla n

N

o one can pred ict exactly how the Flori da
Coor dina ted Tran spor tatio n Syst em will
oper ate in the dista nt futur e. None theless, it is
impo rtant to have a long -rang e vision in place
to keep the FCTD on track. Tow ard that end, a
set of state ment s has been develope d to guid e
the Com mission over the next 20 year s

0 In the long term , servi ce prov iders will be
inclu ded as part of an APTS data base with
infor mati on rega rding servi ces available
electronically throu gh com pute r access,
infor mati on kiosks, and othe r mean s.

0 In the long term there will be a unifo rm
eligib ility proc ess to enable pass enge rs to
move thro ugho ut U\e coor dina ted syste m.

0 In the long term , there will be a unifo rm
struc ture for asses sing and collecting fares,
base d on a pers on's ability to pay.
0 In the long term, fares will be collected via
elect ronic med ia.

pass enge rs to travel between and amo ng
local or regio nal syste ms.

Co nc lus ion s
T he success of any prog ram is direc tly
I related to fue convictions and the capabilities of fue peop le that man age and staff it.
Technologies such as APTS, ITS, GIS, and
other electronic infor mati on syste ms are tools
that shou ld be used , whe re appr opria te, to
enha nce service quali ty and cost-effectiveness.
How ever , the FCTO rema ins firml y roote d in
the belief that technology cann ot subs titute for
good mana geme nt and savv y oper ating skills.

In the final analysis, a successful prog ram will
be judg ed not only on the basis of statistics,
but also by the opin ions of those "':ho use ~e
service. Thus, it is impo rtant to continue bu•lding hum an resources throu~ ongo ing training
and skills enha ncem ent, w1th a focus on the
futu re, grou nded by the expe rienc es of the
past and prese nt.

0 In the long term, service will be avail~ble

on an intra state basis, allow mg TO-elig.ble
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